RHOMA-SOL

™

Bituminous Road Oil and Asphalt Emulsifier

New Solution Melts Away
Tough Asphalt or Road Oil on Contact!

W

hen State DPW’s, City Street
Departments, County Highway
Departments and Asphalt Contractors
want to do some “serious” asphalt and
road oil clean-up on their equipment,
they turn to RHOMA-SOL™.

NO
DIESEL
FUEL!

N

ew RHOMA-SOL™ from
RHOMAR Industries, Inc. is
proven on paving and oiling jobsites
all across the nation. It’s no mystery
why folks that try RHOMA-SOL™,
always demand RHOMA-SOL™.

T

ry new RHOMA-SOL™ today and see the following benefits in your
operation:

RHOMA-SOL™ cleans up your paving
equipment, even if you use SUPERPAVE
mixes!

✔ MELTS AWAY - asphalt and bituminous road oils used in paving,
road oiling, chip-seal, slurry-seal or seal coating operations!

✔ SATISFIED USERS - 77% of new RHOMA-SOL

™

users come

by referrals of existing satisfied customers!

✔ VERSATILE ON EQUIPMENT - melts away asphalt and road oil
from your expensive vehicles, oil distributors, compactors, paving
machines, cones, barrels, barricades, striping equipment and
concrete curbing!

✔ ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE - 100% biodegradable and it really
works fast!

RHOMA-SOL™ cleans up your chipseal, slurry-seal or seal coating equipment!

✔ REMARKABLE - at keeping asphalt from sticking to your shovels,
lutes, rakes and tools!

✔ NO OBNOXIOUS ODORS - like those you get from terpenes, soys
or solvents!

✔ EASE OF APPLICATION - Public Works Applicators, with parts
availability, have become an industry standard with DPW’s, state
DOT’s and contractors nationwide!

RHOMA-SOL™ cleans up your patching
equipment!

I

f you pave, chip-seal, slurry-seal or seal coat, and it’s time for some
serious cleanup, then turn to RHOMA-SOL™ to quickly melt away all
of your asphalt and road oil messes!

To place your ORDER or for more INFORMATION

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
VISA, Mastercard and American Express Accepted

RHOMAR Industries, Inc. • 2107 E. Rockhurst • Springfield, MO 65802 • 417-866-5592 • (FAX) 417-866-5593 • e-mail: solutions@rhomar.com

Flip th
e page
for m
inform ore
RHOM ation on
A-SOL
™!

Frequently Asked Questions About
New RHOMA-SOL™!
Will RHOMA-SOL™ remove cured asphalt?
Yes, RHOMA-SOL™ will quickly dissolve all cured asphalt and road oils whether they
have been cured a day or a year.
How does RHOMA-SOL™ work?
RHOMA-SOL™ works by breaking down the glue molecule that makes road oil so sticky,
causing it adhere to the aggregate or any surface it comes in contact with.
Will RHOMA-SOL™ work on SUPERPAVE or polymer modifieds?
Yes, RHOMA-SOL™ will dissolve your super sticky polymer modifieds and all your HMA mixes.
Just spray a light coating of
RHOMA-SOL™ onto shovels, rakes or
tools to prevent sticking, reducing
frustration and increasing productivity!

Does RHOMA-SOL™ work better than diesel fuel and is it safe?
Yes, RHOMA-SOL™ is more aggressive than diesel and much safer for your equipment
and the environment. RHOMA-SOL™ is 100% biodegradable.
What is unique about RHOMA-SOL™?

Even messy asphalt distributors are no
match for the power of new
RHOMA-SOL™!

The polymer additive does four unique things for you:
1. Keeps RHOMA-SOL™ from evaporating which reduces reapplication during
hot weather.
2. Allows you to use it to remove road oil spills and splatters from most vehicles
without degradating the paint, (however, always first apply to an inconspicuous
area of paint to prove safety to finish).
3. You can rinse the dissolved deposits away without leaving a sticky film on the surface.
4. It’s tremendous at preventing sticking and buildup of asphalt on your
rakes, shovels or tools.
How do I apply RHOMA-SOL™?
Rhomar developed the Public Works Applicator for larger areas of application or you
may apply from a trigger sprayer supplied with the handy 18 oz. can.
Who uses RHOMA-SOL™?
RHOMA-SOL™ is used by over 30 DOT’s and hundreds of municipalities, counties and
contractors nationwide!
Where do I use RHOMA-SOL™?
RHOMA-SOL™ is the product of choice for safety and performance to clean your pavers,
oil distributors, vehicles, loaders, compactors, tools, concrete curbing, asphalt plants, lab
equipment and all other related equipment.
Allied Areas of Use:

RHOMA-SOL™ and the Public Works
Applicator make asphalt and road oil
cleanup a breeze!

RHOMA-SOL™ is remarkable at removing oil from garage bay floors, tile adhesive when
replacing tile floors, asphalt deposits from shoes and clothing and black rubber marks
from concrete floors.

To place your ORDER or for more INFORMATION

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!
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